Reliable Service
for Peace of Mind
An unreliable vendor can wreak havoc on your reputation. Imagine a bride-in-waiting not
being able to have a shower on her big day; or no heat in your guest room for your winter
weekend get-away. A dream vacation could easily turn into a nightmare without your
most basic provisions, just ask any hospitality operator.

“Exceptional guest experience is our standard,”
says Joanne Veinotte, General Manager for White Point Beach Resort located in the heart
of Queen’s County, NS. “My guests are counting on me to deliver... their vacations,
wedding, receptions and business meetings. And I count on my suppliers
to not let me down.”
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The iconic White Point Beach Resort is a
destination to over 40,000 visitors worldwide.
Open 365 days per year, the
picturesque White Point Beach Resort
situated along the Atlantic Ocean has
been taking pride in hospitality since
1928. With over 118 accommodations
and a rural location, there can be
challenges in managing equipment
breakdown and propane fuel supply.
“What I needed was peace of mind,
confidence that the propane supplier
I choose would be there for me, and
therefore my guests, when needed.”

Understanding a customer’s needs is the
first component to providing excellent
customer service.
“Bluewave Energy walked me through all
the regulations and took the time to
measure our capacity. They provided
solutions to replace ageing equipment.
They looked at every tank and every heater
and made sure I had what I needed to run
my operations efficiently. The service is
better, the price is better, and our
relationship is key.”

Bluewave Energy allows business owners to focus on what they do
best – that is, manage their own business. With Bluewave Energy,
there is always someone to talk to; a face to a service and a willing
solution- provider to any equipment service issue. It is for these
reasons Bluewave Energy has earned a reputation as being one
of the most trusted suppliers of heating oil, propane, and
equipment, nationwide.
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